
CANADIAN STAND POINT

In Canada, damages to underground 
infrastructures are governed by many 
regulatory agencies, either at a municipal, 
provincial or federal level, each with its own 
legislation and governance. It is difficult to 
control and enforce the different aspects of 
legislation, especially if an excavating 
company is working under more than one 
jurisdiction. Legislation regarding damage 
prevention must be similar throughout the 
country and easy to consult if the highest 
level of security for citizens and workers is to 
be assured.

In Quebec, there is only one regulation 
addressing this need. Details are on page 3 
of this booklet.
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REGULATORY ASPECTS 
HERE AND ELSEWHERE... HISTORY

By the start of the 20th century, the number of underground 
infrastructure networks increased to provide access to new technologies 
as well as meeting the needs of increasing consumption for various 
energy sources. Underground, a complex labyrinth exists where 
drainage systems, water lines, telecommunication and electrical 
cables, gas pipelines, various structures, etc. are intertwined. Over the 
years, these underground networks became more and more 
complex, thereby increasing the risk of damage during excavation work.

In the United States, damage prevention to underground infrastructures 
became of the utmost importance in the aftermath of major incidents 
which claimed the lives of many citizens and workers. The number of 
incidents had grown to a serious scale. In the 1960’s, notification centers 
for locate requests were created in the United States where owners made 
available, through a «one-point access», information concerning the 
location of their underground infrastructures.

This initiative greatly reduced the number of damages to 
underground infrastructures and associated risks. Today, strict laws in the 
United States require that locate requests be made to notification 
centers before undertaking excavation work, and owners of 
underground infrastructures must become affiliated to such centers. 
Offenders are liable to steep fines.

Today, every American state has its own legislation regarding the pro-
tection of underground infrastructures and each one has a 
notification center for processing locate requests.

Don’t go digging  
for trouble.
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Standing Senate Committee on Energy, the Environment  
and Natural Resources  

On December 3, 2014, the standing Senate Committee has outlined 
four recommendations regarding damage prevention for 
underground infrastructures falling under federal jurisdiction. Here is 
an abstract of these recommendations:

NEW CSA Z247 STANDARD

Published in the summer of 2015 the 
Z247 standard addresses damage 
prevention to underground infrastructures 
and is intended for owners of 
infrastructures, locators and anyone 
wishing to do excavation work. This 
standard will have a positive impact 
if government bodies reference it in laws 
or regulations.
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REQUIRE AND MAKE A RESPONSIBLE EXCAVATION. 
Don’t go digging  for trouble.

IN ONTARIO

In 2012, Ontario was the first province 
in Canada where legislation aimed at 
damage prevention came into force. The 
legislation contains the following elements:

≠ All owners of underground infrastructures 
(including municipalities) must be 
members of the On1Call (Ontario’s one-call 
centre for processing locate requests);

≠ A locate request must be made to the 
Ontario One Call service prior to excavating;

≠ Owners are required to mark the location of 
their underground infrastructures within the 
work zone;

≠ Penalties and fines will be applied in case of 
non-compliance.

≠ That the federal government, provinces and territories reference the CSA 
Z247 standard in their legislation;

That buried facilities on federal land be registered with a provincial or 
territorial one-call service such as Info-Excavation; and that 
anyone undertaking construction or excavation work on federal land would 
be required to call a one-call service in their province or territory;

≠ That the federal government offers a provincial grant dependent on the 
adoption of provincial legislation on such matter.

≠ In 2019, Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) in collaboration 
with the Canadian Common Ground Alliance (CCGA) will launch a pilot 
project to improve and coordinate notification systems already in place in 
case of work made on federal lands.

≠ 



Pour mieux 
exécuter les 
travaux de 
creusement, 
d’excavation et  
de tranchée

AIDE-MÉMOIRE POUR L’EMPLOYEUR

cnesst.gouv.qc.ca

Commission des normes, de l’équité,
de la santé et de la sécurité du travail

QUEBEC STAND POINT

Obligation 

Section 3.15.1. of the Safety Code related to the construction industry 
specifies that:

«The employer shall verify whether there is underground piping within 
the perimeter of the work to be carried out and, where applicable, situate 
its exact location on the ground.»

In the Employer’s Checklist published by the CNESST document - How 
to improve digging, excavation work and trenches, it is mentioned that 
before excavating

“I must locate all underground piping (gas conducts, water lines, 
underground electrical cables, etc.) by contacting Info-Excavation or 
other service so as to ensure that:

LÉGISLATION FÉDÉRALE S229

Bill S-229, introduced in the House of 
Commons during the autumn of 2017 
contains the following items:
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≠ Owners or operators of an underground 
infrastructure that is federally regulated 
must register the infrastructure with a 
notification centre and provide the centre 
with the required information. Furthermore, 
owners or operators must mark the 
location of their underground infrastructure 
after receiving a locate request

≠ Before undertaking work that results in a 
ground disturbance on federal land, a 
person or entity must notify the owners or 
operators of underground infrastructures of 
any proposed construction or ground 
disturbance that could cause damage to 
any underground infrastructure that they 
own or operate.

≠ Its exact location is clearly visible on the ground;

≠ The excavation procedure has been approved in advance by the city’s 
road department or the utility company;

≠ A work method is adopted which prevents damage to conduits;

≠ That temporary supports are in place.“

REQUIRE AND MAKE A RESPONSIBLE EXCAVATION. 
Don’t go digging  for trouble.



Other Obligations

≠   For excavation bids and contracts, clients 
clients must include the following items:

• Underground infrastructures must 
always be located

• Best excavating practices must be
used during excavation work

≠   Owners of underground infrastructures
and excavators must report damages 
or near damages

• Directly to the owner as soon as the
incident occurs

• Subsequently into a data-collecting
tool

≠   Penalties and fines can  be imposed to
owners or excavators as deemed by 
the legislator

• In Ontario, fines can reach $10,000, 
depending on the terms

≠   Create a recurrent and mandatory
development program for locators, 
excavators, inspectors and awareness 
officials.

DESIRE LEGISLATION

Info-Excavation and its partners would like  to see the following legislation 
adopted in Quebec:

Obligations for every owner of  underground infrastructures

BECOME AN INFO-EXCAVATION MEMBER

≠ Provide localization for every underground infrastructures owned

≠ Answer all locate requests received, either by issuing a clearance no-
tice or by locating underground infrastructures:

• Within 5 business days after receiving the requests at Info-Excava- 
tion’s one-point access centre (or any other agreed deadline)

• By providing ground markings and a scaled diagram made accor-
ding to standards, by giving a georeferenced mapping or, if impos-
sible, one with positions determined by fixed points

• Have a uniform validation period for all owners of  underground
infrastructures

• Such service should be free of charge

Obligations for every excavator

≠   Before starting excavation work they must, without exception, get 
information

• For standard locate requests, give at least 5 business days before
starting excavation work

• An emergency mechanism shall be put in place

≠   Adopt safe excavating methods

• As described in CCGA Guide to Best Practices in damage prevention
of underground infrastructures

Note : 
Excavator: company, project owner, municipality or any other person or 
entity planning or doing the excavation work

Obligations for Info-Excavation
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REQUIRE AND MAKE A RESPONSIBLE EXCAVATION. 
Don’t go digging  for trouble.

≠ Offer free processing of locate requests in Quebec

≠ Updating the map database given by owners of underground infrastructures

≠ Continue to provide awareness campaigns and training tools on damage 
prevention for the public and excavators

≠ Provide owners and excavators with a data-collecting tool for damages 
to underground infrastructures




